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Abstract:

Mobile operating systems are designed with security in mind. For example, Android adds a
new layer of protection on top of Linux, which involves application sandbox and permission-
based access control. With many implementation flaws discovered, utility issues raised and
malware concerns studied on those mobile systems, still less clear is whether the security
design itself is sound. In this talk, I report our recent studies on this issue, particularly our
findings of surprising security weaknesses on Android and iOS, including their limited
protection of phone users' web resources, privacy implications of Android public resources
and inadequate access control on Android external devices. Specifically, our research shows
that Android and iOS apps can be triggered by malicious URLs from the web to act on the
adversary's behalf, a phone user's identity, locations, health/financial information can be
identified by malicious apps without any permissions, and also her health data collected by
Bluetooth medical sensors can be stolen or even tampered with by unauthorized apps
running on her phone. All these problems are caused primarily by design limitations,
particularly the widening gap between what the security mechanisms of mobile devices are
designed to protect and how those devices are actually used in practice. We further discuss
the limitations of the "security-by-construction" approach for an open system and new
directions that need to be explored to build a securer system.
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